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We study a system of retarded functional differential equations which generalise
both the Hopfield neural network model as well as hybrid network models of the
cellular neural network type. Our main results give sufficient conditions for the
global asymptotic stability of such systems and are milder than previously known
conditions for the hybrid models. When specialised to neural networks, our models
allow us to consider several different types of activation functions, including
piecewise linear sigmoids and unbounded activations as well as the usual C9-smooth
sigmoids. These issues are vital in the applications. We also study neural network
Ž .models with nonconstant delays r t . Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this work we present conditions for the global asymptotic stability
Ž .GAS of retarded functional differential equations of the form
x t s yD x t q W x t h x t q W x t h x t y r t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç 0 1
1Ž .
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..T Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..Twhere D x s D x , . . . , D x and h x s h x , . . . , h x are1 1 n n 1 1 n n
n n Ž . Ž .continuous maps from R to R , with D 0 s 0, h 0 s 0, and the n = n
Ž . Ž .matrices W x and W x are continuous; r will often be a constant delay0 1
t ) 0. By GAS we mean that a unique stable equilibrium, x, exists which
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .attracts all solutions of 1 ; i.e., if x t is any solution of 1 , then x t “ x,
as t “ ‘.
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Ž .System 1 has applications in the fields of neurobiological modelling
and analogue computing. Usually, one assumes in such cases that the
matrices W and W are constant, and if further, one assumes that W is0 1 0
n Ž .the zero matrix and we allow a constant input I g R , then 1 represents
a neural network model of the Hopfield type with transmission delays.
Such a system represents a natural generalisation of Hopfield's original
w xmodel 1 , by taking into account the processing time of individual neurons
by means of the delay term. Recently such models have been the subject of
Ž w x.detailed stability analysis see, for example, 2]5 . The case where W / 00
and W / 0 has been explored in a hybrid neural network model known as1
Ž w x .a cellular neural network see 6 for a review of such networks . The
presence of the term involving W assumes, in addition to the delayed0
propagation of signals, a set of local interactions in the network whose
propagation time is instantaneous. These models have been successful, for
w xexample, in mimicking the action of vertebrate retina; see 7 .
In Section 2 of this paper, we present our fundamental terms. We study
Ž .the system 1 in Section 3, giving sufficient condition for GAS. Moreover,
Ž .by making further assumptions on the growth of the functions, h, in 1 , we
are able to provide conditions that are stated with explicit reference to the
parameters of the model. In Section 4 we explore the applications of our
results to Hopfield-type neural networks as well as the hybrid, cellular
neural networks. In Section 5 we explore this comparison in some detail.
Essentially, our results are best in the hybrid case when both W and W0 1
w xare nonzero; however, Theorem 3 of 4 still provides good bounds in the
Hopfield pure-delay model.
As an example of our results, consider the neural network model
x s yDx t q T h x t q T h x t y t q I. 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ç 0 1
We are able to show that if
Ž .a the constant matrix T has the property that we can find a0
positive diagonal matrix P, such that PT has a negative definite symmet-0
ric part,
Ž . Žb that the norm of T is not too large we derive explicit bounds in1
.Section 4 ,
Ž . Ž .c and h s h , . . . , h consists of monotonic increasing continuous1 n
functions or monotonic nondecreasing, bounded functions,
Ž . nthen 2 has a unique GAS equilibrium point for any input I g R and
every delay t ) 0. Roughly speaking, provided that the delay is dominated
by the passive decay and the instantaneous nonlinearities. GAS will occur
when T has the property above. We allow different classes of functions h:0
sigmoids and unbounded, exponential-type functions are special cases. In
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Ž .the case of a time-varying delay, r t , we require the boundedness of h and
the differentiability of r so as to conclude GAS.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we elucidate our most basic assumptions and introduce
n < <notation. For x g R , x denotes the sup norm
< < < < < <x s max x , . . . , x . 41 n
5 5 2 Ž T . Ž .We will use the matrix norm defined by A s l A A , where l AM M
denotes the largest eigenvalue of A. The notation A G B for sym-
metric matrices A, B means that A y B is positive semidefinite; i.e.,
T Ž . nx A y B x G 0, for all nonzero x g R . The strict version A ) B re-
T Ž .quires that x A y B x ) 0, for all x / 0.
In the sequel we will have occasion to use matrices of class P, D ,0
and D.
w x Ž .DEFINITION 2.1 8 . a A real square matrix, A, is of class P if all its
principal minors are positive.
Ž .b A real square matrix, A, is of class D if there exists a diagonal0
matrix P ) 0, such that
ATP q PA F 0. 3Ž .
A matrix A g D is said to be Liapunov diagonally semistable or simply0
Ž .diagonally semistable; P is a Liapunov scaling factor and 3 is the
Ž .Liapunov inequality. Real square matrices satisfying a strict version of 3 ,
ATP q PA - 0 are called Liapunov diagonally stable and the class of such
matrices is denoted by D.
Consider a matrix A g D and a Liapunov scaling factor P ) 0. It is0
clear from the definition of diagonal stability that all scalar multiples,
R s mP, m ) 0, of P also satisfy the Liapunov inequality. For reasons that
will become clear later on we will require scaling factors P to satisfy
P G I. In addition, we will wish to make the diagonal elements of P as
small as possible. Therefore, we introduce the following notation.
Ž .DEFINITION 2.2. Given A g D or D, we define a A , as0
5 5 < 4a A s min P P is a scaling factor of A , where P G I .Ž .
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For example, let A be the matrix
2 2 3
.2 2 3ž /1 1 2
Ž . Ž .Then P s diag 2, 2, 1 is a scaling factor with P G I. Thus a A F 2.
Actually, A has a negative semidefinite symmetric part so that I is also a
Ž . Ž .scaling factor, implying that a A s 1; in general of course a A G 1.
In the context of FDEs we introduce the function space, C, the Banach
w x nspace of continuous functions c : yt , 0 “ R with the topology of
5 5 < Ž . <uniform convergence. In C, c s sup c u . For any map x:u gwyt , 0x
R “ R n, it is customary to introduce the following notation: x g C is thet
Ž . Ž .map defined by x u s x t q u , for t g R. Clearly, x is obtained byt t
w xrestricting the map x to the interval t y t , t and then translating to
w x n w xyt , 0 . If x g R , then x g C is the map u ‹ x, u g yt , 0 . If M ) 0,Ã
 < 5 5 4then B s c g C c - M is the open ball in C of radius M.M
Ž . Ž .If x t s F x is an autonomous FDE and V: U “ R is continuous, weÇ t
Çsay V is a Liapuno¤ functional on a set U if V F 0, where
1ÇV c s lim sup V x c y V c ;Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .h
q hh“0
we also define the sets
Ç<S s c g U V s 0 , 4
largest subset of S that is invariant
M s with respect to x t s F x .Ž . Ž .Ç t
4Ž .
For completeness we include the statements of three theorems which
are essential to our progress. The first two results are to be found in
w x Ž . Ž .9, Sect. 5 . They concern the GAS of an autonomous FDE x t s F x ,Ç t
and assume that F is continuous and maps bounded sets of C into
bounded sets of R n.
w xTHEOREM 2.1. 9, Theorem 3.1 . If V is a Liapuno¤ function on U ; C
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and x c is a bounded solution of x t s F x that remains in U, then x cÇt t t
tends to M as t “ ‘.
The second result is a restatement of Theorem 4.2.8 and its corollary in
w x10, pp. 265 and 266 .
Ž .THEOREM 2.2. Gi¤en a FDE x s F t, x , let V, Z: R = C “ R beÇ t
nonnegati¤e functionals and suppose that for some M ) 0, V is locally
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w . wLipschitz in c on s , ‘ = B . Suppose for all bounded functions x: s yM
. nt , ‘ “ R , there exists a K ) 0 such that s F s - t implies
Z t , x y Z s, x F K t y s .Ž . Ž . Ž .t s
q q Ž . Ž . Ž .If there exist scalar functions u, ¤ , w: R “ R , satisfying u 0 s ¤ 0 s w 0 ,
Ž .with u r “ ‘, r “ ‘ such that
u c 0 q Z t , c F V t , c F ¤ c 0 q Z t , c ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
ÇV t , c F yw c 0 ,Ž . Ž .Ž .
then all solutions are bounded and tend to the stable zero solution as t “ ‘.
The primary goal of this work is to establish conditions under which the
Ž . Ž .GAS of a certain class of autonomous RFDE, x t s F x , is assured.Ç t
When x is a GAS steady state of any RFDE, it is clearly necessary thatÃ
Ž .solutions of F x s 0 be unique. One obvious situation where zeros areÃ
unique is when F: R n “ R n is a homeomorphism. In this context we find
the following classical theorem useful.
Ž w x. n nTHEOREM 2.3 Hadamard 11 . A locally in¤ertible mapping F: R “ R
is a homeomorphism if and only if it is proper.
Recall that a map F is proper if the inverse image of any compact set
under F is compact and a map F is locally invertible if, for all x g R n,
there is a neighbourhood of x on which F is 1]1. We will exploit this
theorem in Section 4 to establish the uniqueness of equilibria.
3. GLOBAL CONVERGENCE RESULTS
Ž .For the moment and until we state otherwise, r t ’ t will be a fixed
delay for some t ) 0. In this section we will present a global convergence
criterion for the RFDE,
x t s yD x t q W x t h x t q W x t h x t y t , 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç 0 1
Ž .T n Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..T Ž .where x s x , . . . , x g R , D x s D x , . . . , D x , and h x s1 n 1 1 n n
Ž Ž . Ž ..T Ž . Ž .h x , . . . , h x are continuous maps satisfying D 0 s 0, h 0 s 0,1 1 n n
Ž . Ž .and the n = n matrices W x and W x are continuous. We now intro-0 1
duce notation which we use throughout this paper.
DEFINITION 3.1. A continuous function, h: R “ R, is said to be odd if
Ž .xh x G 0 for all x g R. A continuous function, h: R “ R, is said to be of
class K if0
i h is odd,Ž .
x
ii lim h r dr s q‘Ž . Ž .H
< <x “‘ 0
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for all nonzero x g R. A function h is said to be of class K if h is of class
Ž . n n Ž .TK and h x / 0, for all x / 0. We say D: R “ R , D s d , . . . , d , is0 1 n
odd if d is odd, for all i s 1, . . . , n. Similarly, a function h: R n “ R n is ofi
Ž . Ž .T Ž .class K or class K if h s h , . . . , h , and h is of class K K , for all0 1 n i 0
i s 1, . . . , n.
Ž .We note that h is of class K implies that xh x ) 0 for all nonzero x.
Ž .Now to emphasise the fact that 5 is an RFDE and to enable us to
generalise our forthcoming results to a setting in which the delays may be
Ž .time-varying, we recast 5 in the form
x t s F x ; 6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç t
thus,
F c s yD c 0 q W c 0 h c 0 q W c 0 h c yt 7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1
for c g C.
In the main we will restrict the functions defining F above to satisfy one
of the following assumptions.
Ž .1 D is odd and h is of class K.
Ž .2 D is of class K and h is odd and bounded.
 4We will refer to this set of conditions as the set C s C1, C 2 and will be
explicit concerning our use of C i.
An object that is fundamental to the whole of our study is the functional
V: C “ R n, defined by
n Ž . 0c 0 TiV c s 2 p h u du q h c u h c u du . 8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý H Hi i
0 ytis1
The real constants p are positive and are to be chosen below. Using thisi
functional we investigate the global stability properties of the equilibrium
Ž .at 0 of 6 . Our scheme is to show that V is, in fact, a Liapunov functional.
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this section, the
theorem of which many of the other results of this paper are direct
corollaries. As with all Liapunov techniques, we need to establish the
monotonicity of V along solutions of our RFDE. It is the assumptions C i,
 4i g 1, 2 , which allow us to do this.
Ž .THEOREM 3.1. Consider the FDE 6 . Suppose that one of the conditions
 4C i, i g 1, 2 , holds. Assume further that there exists a positi¤e diagonal
matrix P such that for all c g C,
TTPW c 0 q W c 0 P q PW c 0 PW c 0 q IŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 1 1
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is negati¤e definite. Then for e¤ery choice of delay t ) 0, the equilibrium
Ž .solution 0 of 6 is GAS; i.e., 0 is a stable equilibrium, and e¤ery solution of
Ž .6 is bounded and approaches 0 as t “ ‘.
Proof. First, we note that the assumptions on D, h, and the matrices
Ž .W and W imply that F is continuous; since the evaluation maps c ‹ c u0 1
w xare continuous linear operators on C, for u g yt , 0 , F maps bounded
Ž .sets onto bounded sets. It is standard theory that solutions to the FDE 6
w .exist on 0, d , for some d ) 0. Furthermore, if solutions remain bounded,
then d s ‘.
Ž .Next we evaluate the derivative of V along the trajectories of 6 . The
Ž .constants p are the entries of the diagonal matrix P. From 7 we havei
TÇV c s 2h c 0 P yD c 0 q W c 0 h c 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž 0
qW c 0 h c ytŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž . .1
T Tq h c 0 h c 0 y h c yt h c yt .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Therefore if c 0 s x and c yt s x9, we have
T TÇV c s y2h x PD x q 2h x PW x h xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0
T T Tq 2h x PW x h x9 q h x h x y h x9 h x9 . 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1
Ž .For both C i, i s 1, 2, the first term on the right hand side of 9 is
nonpositive. Clearly then
T TÇV c F h x PW x q W x P q I h xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
T Tq 2h x PW x h x9 y h x9 h x9 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1
Absorbing the terms involving x9 into a perfect square, it follows that
T TÇV c F h x Xh x y Y Y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
where
TTX s PW x q W x P q PW x PW x q IŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 1 1
and
TY s h x9 y PW x h x .Ž . Ž . Ž .1
Now by hypothesis, X F y« I for some « ) 0, we also have Y T Y G 0 for
ÇŽ .all square matrices Y. Hence, V c F 0. For condition C1, we observe
Ž .that since h is of class K, V c can be bounded below by a positive,
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< Ž . <radially unbounded function of c 0 by the following method. For i s
1, . . . , n set
x yx
G x s min h r dr , h r dr .Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hi i i½ 5
0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž < <. qClearly, G 0 s 0, G x s G x . For r g R , the following additionali i i
properties of G are consequences of the fact that g g K.i i
G r ) 0, r ) 0, G r “ ‘, r “ ‘.Ž . Ž .i i
 4  4Let P s min p and G s min G . Then we have0 i i
n Ž .c 0iV c G 2 p h r drŽ . Ž .Ý Hi i
0is1
G 2 P G c 0Ž .Ž .Ý0 i i
i
s 2 P G c 0Ž .Ž .Ý0 i i
i
n
G 2 P G c 0 ,Ž .Ž .Ý0 i
is1
G 2 P G c 0 10Ž . Ž .Ž .0
and we have achieved our lower bound by a positive, radially unbounded
< Ž . <function of c 0 .
Ž .Thus all solutions of 6 are bounded and, by our introductory remarks,
w . Ž .T Ž .solutions exist on 0, ‘ . In addition, the fact that h x Xh x is a negative
definite function of x allows us to complete the proof in case C1 by
 4appealing to Theorem 2.1, since it is clear that S s M s 0 .
Now assume that C 2 holds. By the boundedness of h, all solutions of
Ž .19 are precompact; in fact, proceeding by the method of steps, on each
successive interval J one has
x t s yDx t q g t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç
5 5where g F K for some K ) 0 and all t g J. Using the variation of
constants formula, we obtain the bound
K
x c t F c 0 qŽ . Ž . Ž .i di
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for each i s 1, . . . , n, t G 0, and c g C. Consequently, all solutions are
bounded; again, they exist for all positive time.
As before we have
T T TÇV c s y2h x PD x q h x Xh x y Y Y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .in which x s c 0 and x9 s c yt . Now in this case the problem is that
Ž .T Ž .h x Xh x is not necessarily a negative definite function of x although
ÇX - 0. However, an examination of the above expression for V yields the
description for the set S of Theorem 2.1:
S s c g C h c 0 s h c yt s 0 . 4Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Clearly, the largest invariant set M of Eq. 6 in S is generated by
bounded solutions of the ordinary differential equation
x s yD x . 11Ž . Ž .Ç
The fact that D is of class K implies that this system is GAS. In fact, one
Ž . n x i Ž .has W x s Ý H d u du as a radially unbounded, strict Liapunovis1 0 i
Ž .  4function for 11 . It follows that 0 attracts M. However, for all f g C,
Ž . Ž .  4x f approaches M. Therefore, it follows that for all f g C, v f s 0 ,t
as required.
Our next step is to investigate the bounds on the matrices W and W in0 1
Theorem 3.1. By strengthening our assumptions on D and h , namely,i
assuming that D grows at least linearly and h at most linearly, we are ablei
to assert the following result.
Ž .THEOREM 3.2. Consider the FDE 6 and suppose that one of the condi-
tions C1 or C 2 holds. If , in addition, there exist positi¤e constants n and g ,i i
such that
< <D x G n xŽ .i i i i
and
< <h x F g xŽ .i i i i
for x / 0, i s 1, . . . , n, we definei
g i
b s max . 12Ž .i ½ 5n i
If there exists a positi¤e diagonal matrix P such that for all c g C,
TT 2b PW c 0 q W c 0 P q b PW c 0 PW c 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 1 1
y 2bn PGy1 q I 13Ž .
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Ž . Ž .is negati¤e definite, where n s diag n , . . . , n , and G s diag g , . . . , g ,1 n 1 n
Ž .then 0 is a GAS equilibrium point of 6 . Moreo¤er, these results are
independent of the delay t ) 0.
Proof. We modify the functional V by multiplying the first term by b
and proceed in the same way as the proof of Theorem 3.1. The derivative
Ž .of V along solutions of 6 is
T TÇV c s y2b h x PD x q 2b h x PW x h xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0
T T Tq 2b h x PW x h x9 q h x h x y h x9 h x9 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1
Ž . Ž .where x s c 0 and x9 s c yt .
Armed with the additional assumptions on D and h stated above, we
analyse the first term in the above expression. First, both assumptions C i,
Ž . Ž .i s 1, 2, imply that h y D y G 0 for all real y. If p ) 0 for i s 1, . . . , ni i i
and b ) 0, the hypotheses of the theorem yield the inequalities
2b p h y D y s 2b p h y D yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i i i i
< <G 2b p h y n yŽ .i i i
n i 2G 2b p h yŽ .i ig i
for all real y. Therefore, if P is a positive diagonal matrix, we have
T y12b h x PD x G 2b h x n PG h x . 14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ç TŽ . Ž .The expression for V c obtained above contains the term y2b h x
Ž . Ž .T Ž . Ž .T Ž y1PD x q h x h x , which is less than or equal to h x y2bn PG q
. Ž . Ž .I h x , by 14 . Making use of this fact allows us to conclude that
T TÇVc F h x Xh x y Y Y ,Ž . Ž .
where
TT 2 y1X s b PW x q W x P q b PW x PW x y 2bn PG q IŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 1 1
and
TY s h x9 y b PW x h x .Ž . Ž . Ž .1
Provided that X is negative definite, we are able to conclude GAS
following identical arguments to those presented in Theorem 3.1.
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Remark. This result allows the possibility of having positive eigenvalues
for the symmetric part of W by choosing, say, g small compared to n . To0 i i
see this, suppose that P s I, b s 1, in the above result. Assuming the
assumptions of the theorem are valid, then the negative definite matrix
y2n Gy1 translates the eigenvalues of the other matrices appearing in
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž Ž ..T13 , in particular those of W c 0 q W c 0 . If the eigenvalues of0 0
Ž Ž ..T Ž Ž .. Ž .W c 0 W c 0 q I are sufficiently small and positive , it may happen1 1
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..T w xthat there are positive eigenvalues of W c 0 q W c 0 . Forti 120 0
observed that such a result, in the case of a globally asymptotically stable
Ž .ODE system where W s 0 can lead to a situation in which the symmet-1
ric part of the Jacobian has positive eigenvalues. Such a result contrasts
markedly with the sufficient conditions for GAS given, for example, by
w xHartman 13 .
The following results are obtained as corollaries of Theorem 3.2; b
remains as defined in the theorem.
 4COROLLARY 3.1. Assume that one of the condition C i, i g 1, 2 , holds
and that there exist positi¤e constants n and g bounding D and h, respec-i i
ti¤ely, as in Theorem 3.2. If either of the conditions
Ž . Ž .a W x is Liapuno¤ diagonally stable and0
1
W x F ;Ž .1 ba WŽ .0
Ž . Ž .b W x is Liapuno¤ diagonally semistable and0
1
W x FŽ .1 ba WŽ .0
n Ž .holds for all x g R , then 0 is a GAS equilibrium point for 6 , for e¤ery
choice of delay t ) 0.
Ž .Proof. a Choosing P G I in the proof of Theorem 3.2 gives the
sufficient condition for 0 to be a GAS equilibrium,
T
b PW c 0 q W c 0 PŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0
T2 y1q b PW c 0 PW c 0 y 2bn G q I F y« I , 15Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1
Ž .for some « ) 0 and some positive diagonal matrix P G I. Set x s c 0 .
Ž .Then in case a , there exists a diagonal P G I such that for all b ) 0,
T
b PW x q W x P 16Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0
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is negative definite. Given such a P, consider the matrix
T2 y1b PW x PW x y 2bn G q I. 17Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1
22 y1'5 Ž .5 Ž . Ž .If b PW x F l min 2bn G y I s 1, then the matrix 17 is nega-1
Ž . Ž .tive semidefinite. Therefore the sum of the matrices 16 and 17 would be
Ž .negative definite, implying the existence of an « ) 0 such that 15 is true.
As a consequence
1
W x FŽ .1 5 5P b
is a sufficient condition for the GAS of 0, for a Liapunov scaling factor
P G I. We are at liberty to choose such a P with minimum norm, whence
1
W x FŽ .1 ba W xŽ .Ž .0
Ž .is a sufficient condition for GAS. Case b follows in an identical fashion.
Of course, when the symmetric part of W is negative semidefinite or0
when W is negative semidefinite itself, we may take P s I in Corollary0
Ž .3.1. In this case a W s 1 and0
1
W x FŽ .1 b
becomes the required bound if W - 0. One replaces the above inequality0
with a strict version if W is negative semidefinite.0
4. APPLICATIONS TO NEURAL NETWORKS
The general additive neural network model assumes the form
x s yDx q Tg x q I , 18Ž . Ž .Ç
Ž .where D is a constant diagonal matrix with positive entries, T s t isi j
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..a constant matrix, g x s g x , . . . , g x is a continuous mapping1 1 n n
n n Ž . nR “ R , satisfying g 0 s 0, and I g R is a constant vector.
Ž .The model provided by the system of ODEs, 18 , consists of n basic
Ž .units called neurons whose evolving state variable, x t , represents thei
potential difference between the neuron and the resting cortical mem-
brane. Rather than model individual cortical cells, in many models the
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Ž . Ž . Ž .units in 18 represent cortical columns. The components g x of g xi i
represent the input]output activation functions of cortical columns and
are assumed to be sigmoidal; i.e., bounded and monotonically increasing.
The positive entries of D represent self-inhibition, the matrix T repre-
sents the synaptic connection between neurons, and the vector I repre-
sents a fixed, or at least slowly varying, external stimulus to the network.
An important dynamic feature of certain networks is that of global
convergence to a steady state that depends only on the input I and not on
w xthe initial configuration of the network. Fairly recent work 14 has shown
that the encoding of input stimuli by mammalian primary sensory cortex
behaves in this way; response to repeated stimulation is stimulus-specific,
to a first approximation. In addition neural ``machines'' of the Hopfield
type, which are able to solve optimization problems in real time, necessar-
ily establish a one-to-one correspondence between input patterns I and
GAS equilibrium points. We say that the neural network is absolutely
stable if a global convergence dynamic persists for all inputs I, generally
w xwithin a fixed class of activation function g. For more details, consult 15 .
Thus we study the system
x t s yDx t q T g x t q T g x t y t q I , 19Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ç 0 1
Ž .where D s diag d , . . . , d , is a positive diagonal matrix.1 n
We should mention our assumptions concerning the functions g. To do
this we need to introduce the following classes of functions.
DEFINITION 4.1. A continuous function g : R n “ R n of the form g s
Ž .Tg , . . . , g is said to be of class G if there exist positive constants g1 n i
such that
g a y g bŽ . Ž .i i
0 F F g ia y b
for all a / b g R and for all i s 1, . . . , n. The class M consists of all
Ž .T Ž .g s g , . . . , g with g monotonic increasing, g 0 s 0; the class S1 n i
consists of all such g consisting of bounded, monotonic nondecreasing
Ž .function with g 0 s 0. Evidently, G, M , and S are all subclasses of
n Ž .Tfunctions on R of the form g s g , . . . , g , with monotonic nonde-1 n
creasing components.
Ž .We consider 19 with g g M. Thus, we include unbounded,
exponential-type activations. In the ODE neural network model such
functions play an important role in imposing constraints in the solution of
optimisation problems. We therefore consider them important in our
functional differential equation model. We allow g g M l G; in other
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words, g consists of monotonic increasing functions, g , with incrementali
quotients bounded above by g , for i s 1, . . . , n. We also admit g g S ,i
thereby including the C1-smooth sigmoid functions as well as the PWL
1Ž . Ž < < < <.sigmoids exemplified by s x s x q 1 y x y 1 .2
For the next result the reader will observe that we rely on the methods
w xof 16, Theorem 3 quite heavily. This method allows us to establish that
Ž .19 has a unique equilibrium, given assumptions framed with the results in
Section 3 in mind.
 4In what follows b s max g rd and the constants g will be assembledi i i i
Ž .into a diagonal matrix G s diag g , . . . , g , as in Section 3.1 n
Ž .THEOREM 4.1. Consider system 19 . Suppose EITHER
Ž .I g is of class M l S j G and there exists a positi¤e diagonal matrix
P such that
TT 2 y1w xb PT q T P q b PT PT y 2bDPG q IŽ .0 0 1 1
is negati¤e definite, OR
Ž .II g is of class M j S and there exists a positi¤e diagonal matrix P
such that
TT w xPT q T P q PT PT q I0 0 1 1
is negati¤e definite.
Then for all ¤ectors I g R n and e¤ery delay t ) 0,
Ž . n na the map H: R “ R , defined by
H x s yDx q T q T g x q I ,Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1
is a homeomorphism, and
Ž . Ž .b 19 has a GAS equilibrium for all inputs I.
Ž .Proof. a We deal with the case g g S separately. Suppose that case
Ž .I holds. To invoke Theorem 2.3 from Section 2 we need to establish that
H is locally invertible and proper. To prove local invertibility, we prove the
stronger assertion that H is invertible.
By hypothesis there exists a diagonal matrix P ) 0 such that
TT 2 y1w xb PT q T P q b PT PT y 2bDPG q I - 0.Ž .0 0 1 1
Since b ) 0 we conclude that
PT q T TP q PT q T TP y 2 DPGy1 - 0Ž . Ž .0 0 1 1
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by virtue of the inequality X T X q I G X T q X. In other words, if U s
T q T , there exists a diagonal matrix P ) 0, such that0 1
PU q U TP y 2 DPGy1 - 0.
Hence U y DGy1 is Liapunov diagonally stable. This is an important
w xconclusion and allows us to employ 16, Theorem 3 , which supplies the
remaining details of the argument to show that H is 1]1 and proper. Such
arguments need g to be monotonic nondecreasing with bounded incre-
mental quotients. Here we assume the stronger hypothesis that g g M l G.
Ž .Case II proceeds in an identical fashion, obtaining
y T q T g P.Ž .0 1
Ž .Again, an important observation. As in case a , the details of an argument
w xto prove that H is 1]1 and proper can be found in Theorem 3 of 16 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .b By part a there is a unique equilibrium, x, for the system 19
Ž . Ž .in cases I and II . By introducing an affine change of coordinates
Ž .z s x y x, it is not difficult to check that 19 takes the form
z t s yDz t q T g z t q T g z yt , 20Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ç Ä Ä0 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where g z s g z q x y g x , i s 1, . . . , n. We note that in 20 theÄi i i i i i
nfollowing implications hold for any x g R :
Ž .a g g M l G « g g M l G « g g K l G;Ä Ä
Ž .b g g M « g g M « g g K.Ä Ä
Ž . Ž .In both cases a and b , C1 of Section 3 holds. Therefore, by an
application of Theorems 3.2 and 3.1, respectively, we are able to conclude
GAS.
Finally, we consider the case g g S . The proof that the map x ‹
Ž . Ž . wyDx q T h x q T h x q I is a homeomorphism is given in 12, Theo-0 1
Ž .xrem 4, claim ii . We now prove GAS. Consider the equilibrium equation
Ž .for 19 :
yDx q T g x q T g x q I s 0. 21Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã Ã Ã0 1
Ž .Clearly, 21 implies that for an equilibrium of the form x, x will be a fixedÃ
point of the map
S x s Dy1 T q T g x q Dy1I.Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1
Observe that S is well defined because D is a positive diagonal matrix.
< Ž . <Since g x F K, for some K ) 0, we are able to obtain the estimate
y1 y15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5S x F D T q T K q D I - R - q‘. 22Ž . Ž .Ž .0 1
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It follows that S maps the ball B ; R n, with centre 0 and radius R, into
Ž w x.itself. From Brouwer's fixed-point theorem see 17, p. 73 , there is an
Ž .x g B, such that x s S x . As we have noted, such a point gives rise to an
Ž .equilibrium of 19 . We now employ the affine change of coordinates
z s x y x, as above and observe that C 2 of Section 3 holds in this case.
Ž .The proof is completed by an application of Theorems 3.2 in case I
Ž . Ž . Ž .g g S l G , and 3.1 for case II g g S .
When T s 0, in other words, when we have an ordinary differential1
w xequation, this theorem contrasts with 12, Theorem 4 , which insists that
each g is strictly increasing and bounded. We will have more to say on thei
w x w xcomparison of our results with those of 12 and 16 later on.
As an example of the type of corollary that we had in the last section, we
cite the following corollary.
Ž .COROLLARY 4.1. Consider the system 19 . Suppose that the assumptions
Ž .of Theorem 4.1, case I , hold. Either of the following condition are sufficient
for the existence of a GAS equilibrium:
Ž .a T is Liapuno¤ diagonally stable and0
1
5 5T F .1 2b a TŽ .0
Ž .b T Liapuno¤ diagonally semistable and0
1
5 5T F .1 2b a TŽ .0
For the proof, one imitates the proof of Corollary 3.1 in Section 3.
Remark. If T is negative definite then, as in the last section, we are0
Ž .able to use the identity matrix as P, in which case a T s 1.0
Widening the model further, we now consider the case where the delays
in the system of FDEs are nonconstant. Specifically, we deal with the class
of FDEs
x t s yDx t q T g x t q T g x t y r t q I , 23Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç 0 1
and we assume that r is differentiable, nonnegative, and bounded: 0 F
Ž .r t F t . To study the global convergence of this system, we modify the
Liapunov functional V in the manner
n Ž . 0c 0 TiV t , c s 2b p h u du q h c u h c u du 24Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý H Hi i
Ž .0 yr tis1
for c g C.
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We now present the final result concerning global convergence of
delayed neural networks.
Ž .THEOREM 4.2. Consider the class of FDEs 23 . Suppose that the function
Ž .g is of class M l S l G and r satisfies r 9 t F r - 1. If there exists a positi¤e
diagonal matrix P and a b ) 0 such that
TT 2 y1 y1w xb PT q T P q b s PT PT y 2bDPG q IŽ .0 0 1 1
Ž .is negati¤e definite, where s s 1 y r, then 23 has a GAS.
Proof. By an argument identical to that in Theorem 4.1 one can use the
boundedness of g and Brouwer's fixed-point theorem to establish the
existence of an equilibrium x. As usual, we introduce an affine change of
Ž .coordinates z s x y x, putting 23 in the form
z t s F t , z , whereŽ . Ž .Ç t
F t , z s yDz t q T g z t q T g z t y r t 25Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ä Ät 0 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .and g z s g z q x y g x , i s 1, . . . , n.Äi i i i i i
ŽNext we note that assuming g is of class M for i s 1, . . . , n andi
Ž . . Ž . Ž < Ž . <.g 0 s 0 allows us to conclude that V c G a c 0 for some radially
unbounded scalar function a, by an argument similar to that in Theorem
Ž .3.1, summarised by Eq. 10 .
Ž .We now evaluate the derivative of the functional V defined in 24 along
Ž . Ž . Ž .solutions of 23 . Dropping the tildes in 25 and setting z t s z and
Ž Ž ..z t y r t s z9, we obtain
TÇV t , z s 2bPg z t yDz t q T g z tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Žt 0
TqT g z t y r t q g z t g z tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . .1
Ty 1 y r 9 t g z t y r t g z t y r tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
T T Ts y2b g z PDz q 2b g z PT g z q 2b g z PT g z9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1
T Tq g z g z y 1 y r 9 t g z9 g z9 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Now g g S l G implies that the first term above is less than or equal to
Ž .T y1 Ž . Ž .yg z 2bDPG g z , and the additional assumption on r t , namely,
r 9 F r, implies that
T T y1ÇV t , z F g z b PT q T P y 2bPDG q I g zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .t 0 0
T Tq 2b g z PT g z9 y 1 y r g z9 g z9 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1
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Absorbing the terms involving z9 into a perfect square and setting s s
1 y r yields
T TÇV t , z F g z Xg z y Y Y , 26Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t
where
TT y1 2 y1w x w xX s b PT q T P y 2 PDG q b s PT PT q IŽ .0 0 1 1
and
Ty1r2 1r2w xY s bs PT g z y s g z9 .Ž . Ž .1
Since g is of class M l G, we conclude that
22ÇV t , z F y«g z 0 ,Ž . Ž .t 0 t
 4where g s min g .0 i
We now refer to Theorem 2.2 from Section 2 and define
t TZ t , z s h z u h z u du,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ht
Ž .tyr t
the second term in our definition of V. For s g R and s F s - t consider
Ž . Ž .Z t, z y Z s, z . Since r 9 - 1 we havet s
t TZ t , z y Z s, z F g z u g z t du.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ht s
s
The fact that g is bounded implies that Z is Lipschitz in t for bounded
Ž .z t ; therefore, Z satisfies the one-sided Lipschitz condition required
in Theorem 2.3. The proof is now complete by noting that by taking u s
Ž . 2¤ s a, Z as above, and w r s «g r , we satisfy the hypotheses of Theo-0
rem 2.3.
In common with the previous results in this section there are immediate
corollaries of this theorem; for example, we have the following corollary.
Ž .COROLLARY 4.2. Consider the class of FDEs 23 . If the function g is of
class M l S l G, and r satisfies r 9 F r - 1, then either of the following two
conditions is sufficient for the existence of a GAS equilibrium point.
Ž .a T is Liapuno¤ diagonally stable and0
's
5 5T F .1 ba TŽ .0
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Ž .b T is Liapuno¤ diagonally semistable and0
's
5 5T - ,1 ba TŽ .0
where s s 1 y r.
The proof follows in the same way as Corollary 3.1, in Section 3.
Ž .Remark. As we have already noted, if T is actually negative semi def-0
Ž .inite, then a T s 1 in Corollary 4.2.0
5. DISCUSSION AND EXAMPLES
Previous results concerning the global stability of large scale systems of
the type we have considered in this paper have largely centred on the
w xordinary differential equation model. The work of Forti and Tesi 16
concerns the GAS of the ODE model of additive neural networks, improv-
w x w xing upon previous work by Forti 12 , as well as that of Hirsch 18 . Consult
w x12 for a comparison with Hirsch's results on GAS in this case. It should
w xbe noted that we have relied heavily on several results from 16 .
w x w xNow we will compare our results on GAS with those of 5 and 4 . For
the moment let us consider the model
x t s yx t q Jh x t y t , 27Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç
where t ) 0 and h is a continuous sigmoid. The sufficient condition for
w xGAS of this model given in 5 is that
< <max J - 1. 28Ž .Ýi k i½ 5
k
Ž . 5 5However, Corollary 4.1 b of this paper gives J - 1 as a sufficient
Ž .condition for GAS; this is a milder condition than 28 . On the other hand,




a 2 y 1rk u t G k J h u t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ýi i k kž /
i i k
so as to conclude GAS. This bound provides more scope for large values of
5 5J than does our bound on J . It is therefore superior to our results fori k
Ž .27 . Now Burton's results are obtained through the use of the Lyapunov
functional
02 2V c s c 0 q k F c s s , 29Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Hi iž /yti
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where F s Ý J g for k ) 0. It is natural to ask how this functionali k ik k
performs when a nonzero T matrix is present. In this case we write the0
neural network equation as
x t s yx t y G x t y F x t y t . 30Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ç
Imitating Burton's argument we arrive at the following condition: GAS
Ž .is assured provided that there exists an a g 0, 1 such that
2a 1 y 1rk x 2 G k G2 x q F 2 x . 31Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ýi i i
i i
Ž . Ž .Our results are better than 31 . By evaluating 31 on a suitable corner,
C, of the unit cube in R n and using the ramp sigmoid,
1 < < < <h x s x q 1 y x y 1 ,Ž . Ž .2
Ž .we may easily provide examples of G and F where 31 , evaluated at C, is
5 5violated, but our bound on F holds.
Other results concerning the GAS of the hybrid model
x t s y2 x t q T h x t q T h x t y t q I 32Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ç 0 1
exist in the literature.
w x TFirst, in 19 the negative definiteness of T q T was a prerequisite for0 0
w xGAS; our results do not require this. The main result of 20 requires the
symmetry of T ; again, this is something we do not assume. This author is1
w x w xalso aware of the stability results of 21 and 22 , which concern the GAS
w xof the class of delayed cellular neural networks. In 22 , for example, GAS
was concluded provided that
Ž .a T has nonnegative off-diagonal elements;0
Ž .b T has nonnegative elements; and1
Ž . Ž .c y T q T is row-dominant.0 1
In the CNN case the conditions of Corollary 4.1 require that
Ž . 5 5a EITHER T has a negative definite symmetric part and T F 1;0 1
Ž . 5 5b OR T has a negative semidefinite symmetric part and T - 1.0 1
It is easy to provide examples susceptible to our methods in which
Ž .y T q T is not row-dominant.0 1
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